
CITY COMMISSION

CITY OF TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES, NEW MEXICO
Wednesday, May 17, 2006

SPECIAL MEETING

Budget Hearing Minutes
2nd

Session

TIME& PLACE:     The Mayor and the City Commission of the City of Truth or
Consequences in the County of Sierra and State of New Mexico,
met in Special Session in full conformity with the law and
ordinances of said Commission in the Commission Chambers of
said City, on Wednesday, May 17, 2006 at 6: 00 P.M. to conduct a
Budget Workshop to consider the following:

1.  Discussion/Approval  —  Review Preliminary Budget for FY
06/07

PRESIDING The meeting was called to order by Mayor Montgomery who
OFFICER:       presided and Mary B. Penner, City Clerk acted as Secretary of the

meeting.

ATTENDANCE:      Upon calling the roll the following Commissioners were reported
present:

Hon. Lori S. Montgomery, Mayor
Hon. Jerry D. Stagner, Mayor Pro-tern
Hon Jimmy L. Rainey, Commissioner
Hon. Evelyn B. Renfro, Commissioner
Hon. Freddie J. Torres, Commissioner

Also present:

Jaime R. Aguilera, City Manager
Ellen Evans, Finance Director

Mary B. Penner, City Clerk

QUORUM:     There being a quorum present the Commission proceeded with the
business at hand.

The following minutes are verbatim transcripts for the Preliminary
Budget 2006-2007.

The following are abbreviations:

JA— Jaime Aguilera, City Manager BS— Bobby Sanders
LM—Mayor Lori Montgomery RP— Russ Peterson
JS— Mayor Pro- tem Jerry Stagner RH— Ron Huff
EBR—Commissioner Evelyn Renfro ER— Ed Ragsdale
JR— Commissioner Jimmy Rainey AA—Andy Alvarez
FT—Commissioner Freddie Torres RB— Robert Bustos
EE— Ellen Evans, Finance Director NC— Norman Carter
MP—Mary Penner, City Clerk PO— Pat O'Hanlon
RD— Rebecca Dow GA— Gil Avelar
SG— Steve Green Frank T— Frank Torres
LP— Lola Polley DA—Don Armijo
BC— Bill Callahan

Betty C— Betty Callahan
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LM— I' m going to turn this over to the City Manager, and we' ll get
started.

JA — What the City Commission is doing is going through the
budgets for all the departments at this session.  We went through

some of the departments at the prior session.   There were some

outstanding issues that I need to report back to you first so I will
start with that, some questions that the Commission had.

The first question was how many employees the City has.   We

currently have a hundred and two.  Now there are several positions

that are unfilled, there' s two in the Police Department, I believe,

and probably another four elsewhere in different departments, but
our current employee number is one hundred and two.

On Page 6 of the budget, there was an error at the bottom of the

budget having to do with the percent that has not been fixed.
Instead of zero percent that should say two percent and that was
simply a rounding in the formula error.

And then the same thing happened on the bottom of Page 7.  That

says five percent, it should have said six percent and that' s been

fixed in the revised budget that' s being handed out.

Then there was a change on Page 10 of the budget, which is in the

Finance Department budget.  Under Professional Services the audit,

that has been increased to forty four thousand one hundred and
seventy dollars.  We just got the auditors fee for next year.  That' s

an increase of eleven thousand dollars over what we had planned

and it' s an increase of eleven thousand dollars over what they had
been previously charging.  Unfortunately, we only received one bid
so we did bid it, but we only received one and it happens to be the
same one that we have now, the same auditor we have now.

The whole State has this problem with auditors, Cities have a hard

time finding auditors, and once an auditor is in place, and in one
city, other auditors won' t bid against them so you end up with the
same auditor year after year until they reach the limit.  There' s a

limit of how many years the City can keep an auditor.  Once you

reach that limit and everybody else in the State knows then you get
more bids.   In the meantime, we' re held hostage so to speak to

whatever.

EBR—When' s the time up with the auditors that we have now?

JA— I think we have one year left, this year and the next year, and

then that will be six years I believe that we will have them, and we

won' t be able to use them anymore.

In the Police budget, there was a change also.   We didn' t go

through that last time but it is a change from what we handed out,

and of course you' re going to review the police budget today, but
let me just tell you what it was.  It was in the gas and oil, we had

under estimated that, and there was an error that was brought to our
attention by the Chief a few days ago.   And then also the same

thing occurred in the over-time budget.   So we increased those

slightly and the new figures are now in the new budget that was
handed out.

Then in the Utility Department, if you recall the Utility Office had
a negative figure showing and we decided that we would even the
revenues with the expenditures of five hundred and twenty one
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thousand, so that' s been taken care of, and that was on Page 35,
that' s the Joint Utility Account.

Then on Page 48 under Airport, there was a question about the
McAfee lease, the fifteen thousand and some dollars that we got
from that lease, and how to show it, it' s properly shown.  It was

shown last year as revenue, this year we' re no longer showing it as
revenue, it' s now just shown as a budget item on Page 49 as Line
Item 3810 with a remaining balance of fourteen thousand four
hundred fifty seven and that' s the remaining balance after five
hundred and some dollars was spent out of that this year.  So we' re

just carrying over or re-budgeting that amount into next year.

Then there was Line Item 3225, Health Insurance and the question
was why was there such a major change in the insurance.   What

happened is there were two employees that were taking full benefits
at one time and then they... one of the employees left so we' re no

longer paying that high insurance, and the other employee reduced
his dental and eye glasses so that dropped also.  That' s what makes

it look like such a jump and such a difference.

And then there was a question about... in the Airport account there

was a line item called Supplies/Plane, and there was I think five
hundred dollars in that account and the questions was, well what is
that, and the answer is, the Airport Manager sells oil and airplane

spark plugs and airplane type of parts that some people might need

as they come in.  So that' s just an account that purchases, for the
purchase of those small items, it' s kind of a retail sales.

I believe that was it, except the last item was that the Commission

wanted to hear from SCEDO, the Chamber, and Callahan having to
do with the expenditures.   In the case of SCEDO having to do with
lodger' s tax and sub-recipients, in the case of the Chamber it' s
lodger' s tax and in the case of Callahan' s Auto Museum it' s also

lodger' s tax and I believe they' re all here and that' s probably where
we should begin is to hear from SCEDO.

LM — Okay we' ll start with the representative from SCEDO, if
you' ll approach the microphone please.

RD -- Madam Chair, members of the committee, I' ll be giving the
presentation on SCEDO' s request for SCEDO separate from the
Convention Center.

When it came to my attention that I would be SCEDO Board
member responsible for presenting our budget request to the
Commission this evening I had to take a moment to reflect why I
decided to get involved in Economic Development and why I
believe in the importance of strengthening SCEDO.    As the

Director of AppleTree Educational Center, I see on a daily basis the
environmental impact that poverty plays in the lives of children and
families that we serve.    Substance abuse,  domestic violence,

developmental delays,  hunger just to name a few.    Although

AppleTree works diligently to help children overcome these
barriers that may prevent them from reaching their full potential, I
decided to become part of SCEDO because poverty is the strongest
correlation to the risk factors that have pledged our community.

I believe that equality every child could experience plays a
substantial part in laying a firm foundation for future success
however study after study show that parents not programs or
schools are the number one indicator of a child' s future success.
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SCEDO is dedicated to economic growth, which ultimately leads to
increased household income and opportunities for the families of

Sierra County to become self-sufficient.

In the packets I presented to you, you' ll find a copy of the Cities
current Economic Development Plan.  This document is available

on the City of Truth or Consequences website under

Comprehensive Plan.   I was amazed to see how many times the
City refers to SCEDO as their primary partner in economic
development.

If you look at Page 2 on the handout on the right side of your
packet, that' s titled " Budget Evaluation Form", you' ll see a list of

the economic development activities that SCEDO has facilitated or

actively worked on in the past fiscal year.   Not only do these
activities align with the desire expressed by the cities economic
development plan they exceed many of the activities requested.

Folks are quick to say, what' s SCEDO done for me lately, well if
you' ll take a look at the list that' s presented, when you consider

that SCEDO has not even had an Executive Director for the past

year the answer is a lot.

There were several comments in the paper regarding Commission
concern about how funds are being utilized, you' ll also find a copy
of the detailed Quarterly Reports that SCEDO submits to the City
and you' ll also find a list of the SCEDO Board members that are

City Representatives,  they' re highlighted,  the names of those

individuals.  These SCEDO Board members representing the City
are presented with the detailed budget report each month at the

SCEDO meeting.

This year SCEDO has asked for an increase of funding from thirty
one thousand to fifty thousand to cover the salary and benefits of an
Executive Director.    Only with adequate funding,  can SCEDO
continue to work with the City to produce a viable scope of work
and outcomes desired by the City.

We just want to thank you in advance for the opportunity to
continue our partnership towards positive economic development
for the individuals and families in Sierra County.

LM — Thank you.  I' ll open it up to the Commission for questions
for Rebecca.

JR— On our lasts years budget we actually had budgeted for a
Director, and you said then you were requesting money for a
Director. That should already be in the budget from last year.

RD— The budget we received from the City last year along with the
other funds we received from the County, Williamsburg, and
Elephant Butte combined have not been enough to offer, to pay the
wages that Executive Directors in Economic Development Board

are receiving within the State and certainly not comparable to
national level.  We have had a series ofjob postings and people

interested in applying all over the nation.  When they find out what
the pay is, they' ve withdrawn their name.  So we had difficulty
finding qualified Executive Directors with experience, it' s been
difficult.

LM—Rebecca what do you receive from the other entities?
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RD—Thirty thousand from the County, one thousand from
Williamsburg, and one thousand from Elephant Butte. Elephant
Butte this year has increased that amount to four thousand; we do
not yet know what the County' s commitment is.

JS— I' ve got a couple of questions. Being a new member of
SCEDO I' ve gone to two meetings and I was a little dismayed
about the focus and I guess we spent a thousand dollars for... trying
to get water rights and I was a little... what are we doing with that,
why are we doing that, why are we focusing on that kind of thing.
That certainly isn' t in the Mission Statement and the thing that you
just read. Explain the cash buildup.  You' ve got about eighty some
odd thousand dollars in the bank and you haven' t spent what we' ve
given you, but you' re asking for more money.

RD—Well in reference to the one thousand dollars, that was part of
the CCI Plan for the community designation that we have and a
thousand dollars was for Sharon Finarelli to do research on a series
of grant opportunities, which did include researching for water
rights.  It also includes looking for other grant sources as well.

In reference to the carryover funds, a large... the largest portion of

that is set aside funds for Elite Manufacturing and we' re not able to
use those funds until the City has come closure with that particular
entity.  The remaining... there is twenty two thousand dollars
carryover total and we haven' t really broken that down and said
we' ve expended the Cities or expended the County' s but we will
have about a twenty two thousand dollar carryover and that' s a
result of not having an Executive Director or paying the insurance
or employee matching to that executive director.

JS— Well what are the rest of the funds for?

RD— The rest of the funds to my understanding are individual
donations from banks, from businesses, from people who support
business in Sierra County that they have donated this money for
specific economic development projects like Elite Manufacturing.
So there' s CD' s in a total of thirty thousand dollars that' s basically
been held by SCEDO, not touched by SCEDO in hopes that those
funds can be leverage to bring a business in at the time something
becomes available.  So Elite Manufacturing in the contract that the
City and SCEDO have in collaboration is an example of what those
CD' s are set aside for.

JS— Well I guess you' ve explained some of the money, but where' s
the rest of it supposed to go?

RD— Well Elite Manufacturing' s a little over thirty thousand,
there' s twenty two thousand which brings us to fifty that is indeed
what we would be paying an Executive Director so those are
carryover funds from the lack of having an employee.  We' re
working right now with a volunteer board, so those are carryover
funds.  Or... we' re not... we hope to expend them, we hope to hire

someone, it' s been the recommendation of County and City
representatives on the SCEDO Board that we not hire until the

budget is set for next year.  So we' re waiting for that to make an
offer to a couple of people who have applied. And looking at the
budget that we receive and if the availability and use of carryover
funds to make the offer a little more... a little bit higher pay.

The remaining thirty thousand are CD' s that have been set aside
donated by individual business for the purpose of gaining and
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retaining business in Sierra County.

JS— Do you have it earmarked for anything then?

RD— It' s not... it' s earmarked, it' s been donated by individual
business and corporations for the use of gaining and retaining
economic development in the area.  It' s not earmarked to a project

yet, but it' s set aside for that purpose.

LM—And how long has that money been with...

RD — It' s my understand it' s been raised over the last ten years.
And I may not be correct on that, it may be less than that.  Those

are funds to leverage business.

JA — Rebecca I think the question was asked that at the SCEDO

meeting if you' re going to use twenty two thousand that' s non
renewable because it' s a carryover from last year, if you' re going to
use that for salaries, what are you going to do next year?

RD — Well we' re hoping to increase our funding sources.  If we' re

able to hire someone who has the capability of grant writing there' s
a lot of potential for funds,  for sustainability,  for program

development that we have not been able to apply for.   It' s just

simply not possible for a volunteer board to pursue the avenues that
are available to economic development.  So we' re hoping that with
an executive director they' ll work towards pursuing additional
funding sources.   And in the interview process, they have been
aware of what the funding situation is, that' s been made clear.

I mean if we don' t spend the carryover money, how can we spend it
if we can spend it to make this year a year that SCEDO can make

an investment and have the opportunity to hire someone who' s
highly qualified, we' d like to do that, with the direction of the
board of course.

JA— Well when the City has money left over at the end of the year
it just goes into our General Fund...

RD— Yes.

JA — And it becomes the budget for next year, and then we still

have an ending point which we can' t exceed the use of that money.

RD— Right.

JA — So I would... I guess I' m a little hesitate about using non-
renewable money for an ongoing purpose.  I mean if you were to

say, we' re going to use the twenty thousand to buy twenty thousand
brochures then you know you have something,  a product and
you' re not going to need another twenty two thousand next year.

RD — Sure and I think that' s still negotiable, we don' t know what
our budget is so we haven' t set our final budget or how we use our
funds.   Like I said we' re asked by several people, represented
before this community right now to wait and I' m not even sure how
our bookkeeper is breaking down what funds have been expended.
I know we will have twenty two thousand dollars carryover, I don' t
know what portion of that' s coming from the City, what portion is
County, what portion is CCI grant, I' m not sure of the breakdown
of that.
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But our goal is to work with Truth or Consequences, the City of
Truth or Consequences to reach your objectives for economic

development.  Of course as a fonder, we' re looking at your input on
how you would like to see that carryover funds utilized.

FT — I think we need to see a budget, see where they' re at, what
they' re going to do.

LM — Well there' s a sample budget of the July 1, 2005 through

2006, I guess that' s your current year to date expenditures.

JA—You don' t know what the County is contributing.

RD— Madam Chair, members of the Committee they do not know
what the County' s contributing.  And like I said we did present a

proposed budget to the members at large, the full SCEDO Board
and it was the recommendation of the Board that we wait until we

discuss with you and find out what your suggestions are in

formalizing the final budget.

LM — Was your request to the County the same as it was last year
31 K.

RD—No that was also increased.

LM—To.

RD— Fifty thousand.

LM — So you' re asking for fifty thousand from the County, fifty
thousand from the City, Elephant Butte has given you four, and
Williamsburg is staying at one.

RD— Madam Chair, members ofCommittee yes that' s correct.

Madam Chair, members of the Committee we found in seeking an
Executive Director that an appropriate salary is closer to the fifty to
sixty thousand dollar range plus benefits.

LM — As opposed to the eighteen.  Is that your officer' s salary, is
that what that is? I' m looking at the budget overview.

RD  —  That Madam Chair,  members of the Committee those

expenditures are a result of when we did have an Executive
Director for about three months, if you remember Ms. Kim Marie.

EBR—And Special Events Coordinator.

RD — Madam Chair,  members of the Committee that' s Zelma

who' s in the office full time, answers the phone, and coordinates

special projects.

JR — Right now, she' s actually the only full time employee for
SCEDO.

RD— Madam Chair, members of the Committee that' s correct.

LM — Are there other things that the Commission would like
clarification on or questions of Rebecca?

JA — Just an observation, the Village of Williamsburg is donating
one thousand, Elephant Butte four thousand, without getting into
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finite numbers, that' s somewhere around a thousand dollars per
thousand population.     If we were to use that formula,  our

contribution would be about eight or nine thousand.   So we' re

contributing many times more than the other entities for the benefit
of the whole.   If we contribute thirty thousand or even if we
contributed,   fifty thousand the Village of Williamsburg is

benefiting from that and the City of Elephant Butte is benefiting
from that.      Obviously the County is, on a ratio basis, they' re
actually donating even more than we are.   It just seems out of

proportion to go all the way up to fifty thousand and fifty thousand,
twenty thousand dollar increase.

I understand the problems with hiring a director but I don' t think
you can base that on what other cities are paying that are in
different markets.

RD — Madam Chair, members of the Committee I' d have to agree

with a lot of what you' re saying and I think it' s very commendable
to the City of Truth or Consequences to the commitment that they
have to Sierra County Economic Development Organization. And I
think this year more than any other year is a very important time for
us to continue.   And sustain the current support, no less than

sustaining the current support.  And I want to thank you for your

past support and for your future support as well.

LM — Have you all prepared a preliminary budget for the next year
based on the requests that you have put to the entities?

RD— Madam Chair, members of the Committee we have started on

that, primarily the increase is going directly to salaries and benefits.
We just started on that and we did not have consensus as a board

and the feed back was, let' s see what our budget is, what your

pleasure is, and go back to the table.   Whether they do a special
session or...   it' s actually recommendation of some of the
gentlemen on this board tonight.

LM — I guess it' s like putting either the cart or the horse first, I
guess its how you look at it.  If you' re trying to make a decision on
what amount to fund, if you don' t know what you' re spending it on
and you' re waiting to find out what you' re going to be funded
before you tell us what you' re going to spend it on, I guess it' s a
Catch 22 either way.   It' s hard to make a decision if we don' t

know... yeah we could go... I could look at what you' ve spent to

date, and we' re looking at seventy eight thousand dollars, and if we
look at adding another forty thousand dollars to that, to say cover
salaries or payroll taxes for the rest of the year you had a full time

executive director and so forth.  I can get close but I' m not going to
be right on to make an educated decision.

EBR— I think we should have a copy of their budget.

LM—Their preliminary budget.

It was the consensus of the Commission that they receive a copy of
SCEDO' s preliminary budget before making any decisions.

LM — I understand what you were told and I understand it makes

sense both ways, it really gives us a little bit more information so
that we can look at the budget and say, yes, no, is there a way to cut
here, is there a way to increase there.  I think we would appreciate

that very much.    We will have another budget hearing next
Wednesday and we will be looking at finalizing the rest of this
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information, so if it' s possible, if you could get that to us prior to

that meeting, and then we can have a chance to look at it.

RD— Who would you like that to be sent to?

LM —Actually send it to Mr. Aguilera and he' ll make sure that we
get copies in our boxes and then we can take a look at it before next

Wednesdays meeting.

RD — Madam Chair, members of the Committee thank you very
much for your time.

LM — The next item we' d like to have a presentation is the

Chamber of Commerce if the representative will come up to the
microphone please.

SG — Mayor Montgomery, Commissioners, Manager Aguilera, I
believe you all know the President of the Chamber, Lola Polley.
Our Advertising Manager, Richard Epstein unfortunately could not
be here he is out attending to family business in California.  Lola

called me and asked to stand in for Richard instead, so I hope you

will accept me as an alternative.

Lola' s going to hand out a listing of some of the accomplishments,
what the Chamber stands for, why we feel that the Chamber has
spent you award of Lodger' s Tax well and wisely this past year.

The beliefs of the Chamber is that a way to insure a healthy
business environment is number one to bring in more visitors to
support the existing businesses.  And how do you do that.  So we

have reached out and chose different media forms to get the

message, not only in Truth or Consequences, because this is a
Chamber of a County as well, to market and acquaint our potential
visitors whether they be reader or drivers what the marketable
assets of our town and our county is.  You will bring them here,
they will utilize our shops, they will spend their money, they might
even think about coming back here when they retire, they might
even acquire for a relocation package.

But first, you have to get the message out of who we are and what

we are.   So what I have done, I have grabbed just a couple of

brochures that ads, which is one way of disseminated information is
out there.   These brochures are distributed at other Chamber of

Commerce' s throughout the state, because all chambers have that
mutual agreement.   It is distributed at the different Information

Centers, at our Department of Tourism, our Port of Entries on

Highway I-40 and I-25.   It' s distributed locally at our Visitors
Centers,  and our Museums,  and the appropriate places where

people ask for and seek out information about what they should do
when you come into a community.

Steve Green reviewed information that he passed out to the

Commission.

LP — The number of members that we have participating, we have
eighty eight paid members right now, we have a hundred members
who have not paid, we anticipate to get those memberships

We' ve been asked to tell you what our days are available to the

public.  We' re open Monday through Thursday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
400 W

4t' 

Street and of course, we' re accessible by the website 24-
7.
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I' ve only been with the Chamber about two months but my
understanding was is we have limited resources and budget and
financial capability.   We have a volunteer, sometimes she' s paid,
sometimes she' s not.

We do have some suggestions, and maybe this may not be the
place, but we' d like to see SCEDO and the T or C Chamber share
an executive director at one point in time, I think that would be a
really good use of that resource.

SG — The budget that we submitted for next year or this year' s

allocation is basically the same concept.  It' s getting the message to
create an environment that people will come to that will support our
local businesses.   Indirectly it will help population growth which
means it will put more demands and more needs on more services

which might create more opportunity for more businesses of a retail
nature to come into our town and our county to service the
increasing population.

What we are thinking about next year, and exploring the possibility
and everything is obviously contingent to funding,  is television
advertising.     For example up in Albuquerque,  there' s some

wonderful programs that they... actually Kathy Clark has met with
the representatives up in Albuquerque.  We also thought it might be

interesting to explore the possibility of advertising in El Paso.  And

one reason is that Sierra Grande is advertising on Channel 7 in El
Paso right now.     So we thought he' s running thirty-second
commercials.  I just spoke to the gentleman in charge of advertising
for Channel 7 about two hours ago; he' s going to get us some
information about rates and prices.   Because we though, what a

wonderful one two punch,  you have the Sierra County,  the

Chamber, whatever entities, it' s really not that important, whatever
entity has bragging rights to say, I made that happen.   The most

important thing is that the message gets out there.  And then while

you' re there here' s another plug for Siena County.  So we felt to

partner in relationship to a time slot, not to physically dollar wise
partner with Sierra Grande, but to use that impression to augment

and to backup impression of Sierra County.

Further discussion ensued.

LM—One of the questions that came up at the last meeting was the
question or the concern about the number of members that you

have in the Chamber.   We looked at the request and it says two

hundred and eight members, and I see that you collected for eighty-
eight members.    Are you pretty sure that the other hundred
members are going to pay, is there an issue with them not coming
back.

SG — I think all of the above.  I' m realistic to say, yes, they' re all
going to come, etc., however we are a small board and one of the

things that we must do is increase the size of the board.  And what

we' ve decided to do, is actually Alice is running off a printout,
literally almost as we speak, so we can divide the hundred members
by how many directors there are, how many live warm bodies we
have, and get out and pay a visit to those members and explain to
them why they should join the Chamber.  What are they going to
get from it.

Discussion ensued.

LM—The next one is Callahan Auto Museum.
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BC — The Auto Museum is a 501 C3 and has been since it' s been
put in up there.  We were doing extremely well until the gas thing
blew up, extremely well.  It' s going down hill now, but not as bad
as it looks.  So for that reason I' m going to say that the money that
we' re asking for below the four thousand for the magazines, etc., I

really don' t think at this time it' s gonna help the museum, I really
don' t.  People are not driving their cars, they' re not moving their
cars, they' re not doing anything, because now the gas in some
places is up almost four dollars.  So we' re lucky to be where we' re
at, I guess because we' re not there yet.

The other thing is the signs. The signs, I think you' ve all seen them
if you' re going down the freeway.   I have two of them here if

anybody wants to see them, that' s all I have left.

Without the signs, there' s no museum.   We can' t go out in the
street and flag people down, that' s a must.   I make a two-year

contract with Gustin' s for that because we get a very, very good
price.

We only want to cover the signs right now, because I really do
believe we' re all going to have to get used to the gas prices, and
right now, we have to spend our money one way or the other.  I

have never, never, never made enough money on that museum to
pay any bill, any bill, none, I pay them myself.

And there' s a few things I would like to bring up.  One of them is

my twenty-dollar trash thing.  As if I tell a lot of people I don' t put

trash out there, I collect it.  We don' t have anything there, we don' t
do anything to put trash in the trashcan, but we pay a pretty high
rate of twenty dollars a month.  I would like some help on that if I
could get it.

Further discussion ensued.

Betty C —As they said a while ago we do all need websites, and we
don' t have one of our own so we do need to have the money for a
website.   We can do without part of the brochures this year if

necessary, but we do need the website, and we do need signs.

JR — There was one question brought up Bill, what are your hours
of that museum being open, is it open all the time for any visitors
or...

BC — 10: 00 to 5: 00, they do go to lunch now and then, there' s
usually somebody there.  Right now, we' ve got a project.

Discussion ensued.

LM — You made a comment about the billboards, getting a good
deal and paying them for two years.  Is the four thousand fee the

yearly fee, or is the four thousand dollars for the two years for the
billboards?

BC — That' s the yearly fee, yes that' s the yearly fee on everything
as far as the signs go, and some other little thing that I pay for, I
don' t remember right off the top of my head, but it' s minor.  The

big one we' re really worried about is the billboards.

LM—Are we going to start with the next one on the schedule?

JA— Yes.
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LM—So the first one will be Municipal Court.

JA— Bobby Sanders is here, and that' s on Page 8

BS — Mayor Montgomery, Commission in going over the budget
with Jaime and Joanne I had a copy sent to me of the budget from
Joanne on April 6th, and there have been some need for some

changes since then.  We had a very good meeting today with Randy
Van Fleck and one of the things... from Municipal League, and the

one thing that was discussed was that perhaps we might need to add
a line item to our budget for Professional Services to include our

City Attorney Jay Rubin.

We cannot go by the rules or the order from the City Manager' s
office that we don' t contact Jay Rubin unless we obtain prior
approval from his office.  Jay Rubin is the City Prosecutor and the
Court would be hindered and feeling that we would have to get Mr.
Aguilera' s permission anytime, we needed to contact Mr. Rubin.

I don' t know how this is going to be worked out, but it is something
that we' re going to have to address.  And if we need to add, a line

item to our budget to include a figure that maybe Mr. Aguilera can

come up with what he feels would be adequate to cover Jay Rubin' s
fee.   We already have a line item, as you will see, one hundred
twenty five ninety-nine,   Contractual Services for a Public

Defender.    That line item there is for the Attorney' s that are
contracted to represent defendants in our court.   We can either

increase that by an amount that might agreed upon that can be used
for Jay Rubin or we can create a separate line item.

One other thing I do want to point out is that on the line item just
above that which is 2598, 1 was under the impression that that line
item was where we took out the Contractual Services for the

Bailiff, which comes to about forty six hundred,  but it' s been
zeroed out.

The other line item that has been zeroed out and this also has been
brought to my attention since our budget.  Discussion was the line

item up at the top, which says Delayed Compensation.   It was

brought to my attention that we had nothing there.     My

understanding was that certain line item,  the Finance Director

would prorate or make an estimate of what might be needed there.

Just like the line items for the other fees that are collected.   An

estimation, projection of what is going to be taken in by the court
on certain fees.

My understand was to leave anything out that had anything to do
employee compensation and I did not put anything there for our
budget, so when it went out, it went out, I don' t know at what point

this was decided.  So that line item there needs to be looked at.

The other line items, two line items that Mr. Aguilera and I went
over, and I felt that it was not going to work for us.  He cut out

Mileage Reimbursement and Per Diem by fifty percent.    That

mileage reimbursement and per diem covers five people.   I don' t

believe that that line item is in excess.  The mere fact that he feels

that we should travel together, that' s not going to work for us.  We

don' t all leave at the same time; we don' t all come back at the same
time.  One example is the conference for the Judges and the Clerks.

Some of my staff will leave on Sunday night to be there for
Monday, register Sunday evening be there for Monday.  The Judge

and I do not leave until Monday night or Tuesday early.  That is
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going to be in Red River, this year, every year it changes.  The cost
of these trips are considerable when you have to travel to places
that are designated on opposite ends of the State.  What they do is
they take a rotation, they do one in Farmington, they do one in
Hobbs, etc., etc.,

LM—Where were the last two years held?

BS — They' re trying to alternate and this year they' re having it in
Red River because last year it was held in Rio Rancho.

LM—And where was it held the previous year?

BS — The previous year before that it went to Las Cruces, so now

we' re looking at expanding probably to the eastern part of the state
in order to make it a fair area to hold it, for people to... for it to be

across the table easy for each person.

That was two line items that I disagreed, I did not feel that was
substantial enough there to push our budget to the seams.  I believe

that those are the only things that we were wanting to address as far
as the figures in our budget.

The additional travel that we have besides the mandated judges
training annually is generally I like to keep my staff informed and
up to date on any notary laws, on the... myself and my head clerk
on the application of DWI laws as they are brought up to date or
amended or repealed, and the computer software Justice Systems

this year is having their software training in San Antonio, Texas.
That expense there is going to be reimbursed to the City out of Item
2840.  This line item here, 2840, has been set for us at ten thousand
and so what they' re saying is that out of that ten thousand out of
our County we can purchase and have reimbursable items up to that
amount.    Which what that covers is any computers that are
replaced, training.  They go so far as to cover any fax machines that
might break or need to be replaced.  They also pay out of that the
licenses for five people, and...  which comes to about thirty six
hundred dollars and any text support that we might need if there is
problems.   They are all networked and there' s a lot of problems
many times with the network system.

So other than that if you have any questions about my budget I' d
be, glad to answer them.

JR  —  Bobby you said on the Professional Services Contract
Attorney, with Jay.  What is your normal usage per year with him?

BS— It varies.

JR— What was it last year?

BS— okay on the average, we would use Jay probably, or outside of
the norm, we would probably use him maybe twenty, twenty hours.
Outside of whatever it is that his line item is.  With the contract
with you guys as far as being a city attorney.   But when things

come up, and everything depends of course on law enforcement.  If
more DUI' s are filed into our court or more cases of 122G' s,
revocations on DUI or D51' s which are the child support
revocations.    Or the RT2 revocations and those are going to
mandate seven days jail time if they are convicted.  So all of those

there involve Jay to an extent that we have to use him.
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JR— How was Jay paid before?

JA— Let me clarify that.  What Ms. Sanders is talking about is there
was a Memo that when out the first of May or just before the first
of May, which indicated that all purchases were to stop and that Jay
was not to be contacted unless approved by me.  And the reason

was because we didn' t want Jay to be used during that time unless
it was absolutely necessary.  That carne up in a conversation with
Randy Van Vleck and then he made a suggestion about,  well
maybe the Court should budget, and Randy not knowing that this
was only for this May to end of June period suggested well maybe
the court should budget money to pay for the attorney.   What' s

been happening in the past and the normal way we do it is the City
just simply pays Jay' s time.  No matter how many times he gets
called from the court we just pay it.  It' s only in that period from
May to the end of June that we have that restriction of not
contacting, and that goes for every department, not contacting the
City Attorney.

I don' t think that' s a problem and I don' t think we need to budget

separately for that, we' ll continue to pay for Jay' s time we just
want to be frugal about it during that period because that' s when
we' re closing the books and we need to pretty much stop purchases.
But it has nothing to do with where the monies coming from it has
to do with just simply not spending during that period.

BS — And I think then that format should be changed to say that,
because our interpretation was knock it off.  The Memo needs to

be...

JA— The Memo refers to the period starting May
1St

BS — Then it should say that.   Okay.   If you feel that this is an

understanding and that you understand it as such and that we will
not be later on called upon because we shouldn' t have called Jay

up, that' s fine with me we don' t to change anything or create a line
item.   But that is where the misunderstanding came up in that
communication with Jay was to be called off unless we had
approval by the City Manager.

JR — Okay this actually is the procedure that' s used through every
department within the city.  At that time in order to get our books

clear and ready for the budgets.   There has to be a period where

nothing is sent out, no bills incurred.

BS— Right.

JR — However if any department in the City has an emergency or
has a situation come up that must be attended to except the courts
then all they do is get a hold of the City Manager and say, I have a
major transformer that' s going out and it' s going to cost us five
hundred thousand dollars if we don' t fix it now, then that is under

emergency condition and it' s always approved, and that would be
the same with Jay and the courts.

BS — Well our situation with Jay would never be a so called
emergency situation, it' s a matter of day to day operations of the
court and helping the court make decisions that are, knowledgeable
decisions as far as where he' s involved and how he for sees that

something should go.
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JR — I think there it would still be the same thing as long as our
City Manager knew that Jay was being used and that should not be
a problem, you know, with his knowledge.

JA — And Jay indicated that most of the time he doesn' t even
charge the City for a question that comes in from the Court; he
wont even log it down.  But probably the easiest way to do it is to
just simply have Jay contact me if there is time involved and
charges involved, then Jay can call me and clear it so that you don' t
have to call first and clear it.

BS— Okay.

JA— You can just contact him and then if he' s not going to charge
then he' ll answer the question or do whatever it is.  If he is going to
charge then he' ll call me and clear it.

BS — Okay then we have an understanding on that one, and I will
feel free to contact him when I need to.

JA— Yes.

JS — I got a question. On Line Item 2599 your budget request is for

fifteen thousand, it' s a sixty percent increase over last year.  Do you
expect more services needed by the Public Defender?  When you

look at fiscal year 2005 you only spent seventy seven hundred and
then ninety four hundred this year, and that just a substantial
increase.

BS — Well that' s where my... where I posed the question to you or

I had a questions as to where did the fees go for the Bailiff.  I didn' t

know if they had been moved into that line item.

JS— Is that what' s included in that?

BS— It used to be up to twenty-five ninety-eight.

JA — My notes from our conversation show that that includes the
Bailiff in that.

BS— That was the increase then.

JA  —  Then regarding the Delayed Compensation,  we would

normally budget about five hundred dollars.  That' s for people that

leave and are getting paid accrued vacation and/or accrued sick
leave, and so it' s really just an estimate.   We never know how

much it' s going to be.  And that does seem to be an oversight so

we' ll add five hundred dollars to that line item.

And then on the other two issues that she raised on Mileage
Reimbursement and Per Diem, the conversation that we had was

that the policy for City employees is that they use City vehicles.  So
that takes away the mileage.  In some cases we do agree to have

them use their own vehicle,  maybe different circumstances

involved, and they have to justify it before the city agrees to let
them use their own vehicle.  And I offered to the court that the city
would let them use our vehicles, they are city employees so there' s
no problem with insurance or anything like that.  And we do have a
vehicle available in the Finance Department that gets used for that

and we have a vehicle available in the Fleet Maintenance

Department that' s available for that so that shouldn' t be a problem

and it still allows... the thirteen hundred dollars is still a quite a bit
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of money when you compare it to what all the other departments
spend in that line item, mostly because they' re using city vehicles.
JS— Do you use city vehicles?

BS — That' s never been an option, I' m glad for the information,
that' s never been an option to us.

JA— Well we did discuss that at the meeting with Joanne.

BS— Right but I mean prior to this year that' s never been an option.

JA — And then on the Per Diem, again the budget request seemed

very high and the thinking in staff or on my part was that, the same
thing that we do with our city staff is one goes and he or she brings
back information and maybe does some training or hand out the
information to the other staff and that reduces the amount of people

that are traveling by a large amount.  So I pared that down again

based on our city policy with other departments.

BS  —  And that' s fine,  that' s totally understandable with the

exception that in the training that we receive they divide it up into
different levels.  They divide... the judges is separate, mine works

with his and the court administration part of it.  So to say that we
could all go and bring back information that' s not going to work
there.  The Court Clerks have a specific training; I can send you the
brochure if you want to, the agenda.  You get it every year with my
request for travel.   What happens is the court clerks at a certain

level get a certain kind of training and then the alternate judges and
the judges receive a different training.  Then I have what' s called

the Municipal Leagues,  the New Mexico Municipal Leagues

Supervisor training.  So are you suggesting that I go to the, all three
of them and bring back the information.

JA — Well I think the suggestion is that all of the city departments
have to live within their budgets...

BS— I understand that.

JA — So they manipulate who goes where one year, who goes
where the next year so that...  so in order to reduce expenses in

travel and training.

BS —I understand that that' s how city departments work.

JR — Bobby in the courts do you have the option of going on
alternate years or is it mandatory that you go on a yearly basis.

BS — No for the Judge and I it is mandatory.  It is most certainly
recommended, highly recommended by the Attorney General that
we as alternates take the same education as the Presiding Judge
because in the event that he' s not available I have the same

authority as he does, and should be just as educated as he is.

The court clerks part of it, while it is not mandated, I believe that

it' s imperative that they know what they are doing and how it
changed and how the changes effects them so that they can pass

then to the public a proper process and not be lacking for
knowledge.  I mean even the Notary Public, the HIPA conferences
that we go to.  These are not things we shouldn' t be up to date on.
We need to be up to date on those things because you deal with the
public on a daily basis and these are things that are very...
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JS — I' ve got a question about your budget on that per diem item.

Are you saying that for this year you have used about thirty five
hundred, what have you used for this year?

BS— Yes, we had to borrow from another line item in fact.

JS— So your first 2004/2005 accruals were low, did you over...

BS — The 2004/2005 came up a little bit short and so we ended up
having to borrow from another line item in the past year.

EBR—These are actual figures in our budget.

BS— Well I don' t know why it' s like this but before Joanne left we
had transferred some stuff around, we transferred...

LM—Lower than that figure though.

BS —Excuse me.

LM — It may have been lower than this figure that' s on... this is

what you actually spent.

BS— Yes.

LM — The budget could have been actually lower than that, then
they adjusted the budget by the transfers.

Any other questions?

There were no other questions from the Commission.

LM—If I might be so bold as to make a suggestion.  There are a lot
of departments that we' re going to try to get through tonight.  As

everybody can tell in the audience this takes a quite a bit of time.
What I would propose is,  we' ll go down the list and those

individuals that are here, we' ll go ahead and do that, if their not
here we' ll skip over them.  I don' t think that every single one of
these are here, right.

JA — Yeah we' re actually, we' re going up to here tonight, to the
Golf Course.

LM—The next one on the list is the Fire Department.

There was no one to represent the Fire Department.

LM—Police Department.

RP— I' m handing out a little perfuse to our presentation, introduced
himself and Sgt. Ron Huff.

I moved to T or C in 1978 and was hired by the T or C Police
Department as a Detective.   The Police Department consisted of

fifteen law enforcement positions counting the Chief of Police
Elfego Armijo at that time.   Truth or Consequences has had an

average of three to five percent growth factor each year since 1978.

Twenty-seven years later, I am Chief of Police and still have a
Police Department of fifteen officers including me.  In the past, we

had time to collect information, perform surveillance, form special

enforcement details, and aggressively enforce drug related crimes.
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Today we may be fortunate to have enough officers to address the
normal day-to- day criminal activity and service needs of the
community.   My entire department and I are extremely proud of
this City, our Manager, our City Commission, and our citizens.  We
would love to be able to expand our community based on
community based policing efforts, give better day to day service to
our community and mount an all out extremely aggressive
campaign against substance abuse with Meth at the for front.

As you are aware when I took over as Chief of Police, it' s about

four years ago now, actually a little more than four years.  There

was a fifteen member nationally recognized motorcycle gang based
in T or C.  We also had many Meth labs within our community.  As
you know the national recognized motorcycle, gang is somewhat a
figment of our imagination now.  The amount of Meth labs have

been greatly reduced.  Mainly due to the cooperative efforts of the
New Mexico State Police and the Sierra County Sheriff' s
Department working together with us.  Yet like all other cities in

this county, there are still the major Meth problem here and in this
County.  We now find that the dealers and users find it cheaper and
safer to bring Meth into this community via the connections at the
Mexican border areas then to manufacture it here.

We need your help Commissioner' s, we need to have an attractive
pay and benefit package to recruit and maintain quality personnel.
We need at least two additional officers.   One officer to use for

issues arising at the High School and Middle School campuses.
One officer used to allow us to take the lead on an aggressive

substance abuse program of information gathering,   tough

enforcement, and community based educational programs.    We

would like to take your lead and become more proactive in our

performance than the present reactive mode.

Tonight we so far have listened to, and there are others in the area,

to SCEDO who' s going to be bringing in new business, Chamber of
Commerce advertising the area and attractions,  and an Auto

Museum and the Courts.  Before I get into our presentation here,

I' m one of your infrastructure needs.   You' re doing so well at
trying to expand and bring up to a different level what

infrastructure you have,  I hope you consider as part of your

infrastructure.

No matter how much time we spend advertising how neat it is here,
if we don' t have safety for our community and the visitors all of
that will be for nothing.  If they come by and have a bad experience
because of crime and what not, we' re not really giving them a fair
shake of telling them what we have.

As you' ve been doing working on the hospital, as you' ve been
doing working on and helping in assisting with the schools we hope
that we' ll be a part of what is realized as an integral part of this

City.

At this point Chief Peterson and Sgt. Huff began a power point
presentation.

LM—Questions from the Commission?

JR — I have a question and a statement.   Since 1978, our Police

Department hasn' t grown one man.  The population has grown by
quite a bit and in the next five years, the population of T or C is

probably going to be a third higher than it is right now.  And in ten
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years, it' s probably going to be doubled or even tripled of what we
have in town now.

The Police Department is one of the most important departments

that a city must have to attract people to our town and to keep them
here once they do come.  And the way you do that is start building
your department now, not wait until we get the population here and

the crime and try to stop it then.

I believe we should look at this request very diligently and do our
best to see what we can do to get our police department headed in

the right direction.

I would also ask the Police Chief if two people would actually do
what you need to have done in the next five years, or two years?

Or would you need a program that would be setup where we could
possibly add two patrolman or three per year for the next five years.

EE — Just to kind of break it down a little bit so it doesn' t sound

like we' re going to bit off more than we can chew.  Detective Huff
here has a grant available to help offset one officer' s salary, so that
won' t come out of the cities budget.  But to employ another non-
citified officer and full benefits would cost us thirty thousand a
year.   I just wanted you to have these figures so you understood

where we were coming from.  The second officer once again, his

salary would come from this grant so he' d only be paid for benefits,
which is eleven thousand a year.   Those are the two figures, so

we' re looking at an increase in expense for two officers at forty one
thousand and because of the help of the grant that Detective Huff
has gotten we' re saving nineteen thousand on that.  So I just wanted
you guys to have the figures so you would know about the two

officers that they are considering employing.

Discussion ensued.

LM — I think what I would like to see for the next meeting is
information about the difference in where they were and what it
would cost to get them to the two dollars and then research on the

cost of the other things they are looking for, the two officers, and
the retirement.

JA—The police department did a survey of their officers, because it
is going to cost them more if they go to the twenty eighty, and they
did a survey and most of them agreed that they would like to do
that.  So at least it' s not a problem there in making that change.

LM—Recreation, Page 15.

JA — Pretty much it' s a bare bones budget,  there were some
equipment and machinery that they are hoping to buy,  most

everything else is pretty similar to what they had last year or less.
Do you want to go into the equipment?

LM—What is the equipment that you' re looking to buy?

ER — Mayor, City Manager, Commissioner' s, as you know our
cemetery' s are starting to fill up.   We have a Case large tractor,

backhoe combination, a lot of times what happens when we go out

there to open a new grave we end up moving eight to ten
headstones in order to get in to dig the grave.  The old cemetery is
even worse.   The last one that we dug over there, if somebody
would have went out there and looked where the backhoe was setup
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to dig the grave, he was sideways, it looked like he went in there by
helicopter.  What we' re asking for in some of the equipment is a,
we have a Kubota tractor that' s small enough to get into the tight

places; what we' re asking to do is buy a backhoe attachment for
that tractor so that we can use it in our smaller tighter areas.

The other thing that we are asking for is, were replacing a lot of the
waterlines around.  We' d like to buy an easy trencher.  When I was
working for the Veteran' s Home I budgeted for one up there, we
bought it and it is a back saver as far as trenching waterlines for
putting in new sprinklers.   They run anywhere from forty five
hundred to about five thousand dollars.

Another part of the money is our pool.    When our pool was

designed, it was designed, because where the location was it had to

be built above ground, the main water level was... well when you

build a pool, you have to slope your excess water that comes out of

the pool that does not go into the scupper drain that goes around,

you have to slope the pool away from the main entrance to the pool.
Well when they did this all the water is running into the pool house
now, and it is slowly eating and corroding the foundation to the
new pool house that they built there.

So part of the money is a ten thousand dollar fund to have a
company come in and dig a trench around the outskirts of the pool
about four feet away from it so that this water that overflows that
can not be used for pool recirculation goes into a drain, and goes

into the sewer system.   This will stop the erosion and make the
building last a lot longer.

JA — Let me interrupt.  Page 62 at the bottom of the page, Capital

Purchases and then in parenthesis there is Recreation and the City
Clerk' s Document program.   Most of that money in there is for,
forty thousand is for Recreation, the six thousand is for the City
Clerk.

ER— The other thing that we would like to purchase is a aerator for
our existing Grasshopper that we have for mowing all the lawns
around here.   We purchased one when I was at the Veteran' s

Center, we bought a whole system is what we bought. This aerator
mounts right to the front deck, the deck comes off, the aerator goes

on, it aerates the soil, it allows us to fertilize, seed, and aerate all at

the same time.

EBR—We don' t have one?

ER— No ma' am we do not.  We do not have one.  The only aerator
we have right now is a plug aerator and you cannot use it in tight
areas.

FT— They use that at the golf course don' t they?

ER — I don' t know if their Grasshopper has an aerator attachment

on it or not, I have not seen their particular machine.  I know the

one at the Veteran' s Center does, and if anybody' s been around for
a while, I started with the City in December, last December, before
then I spent about four years up there at the Veteran' s Center, you
could see the difference that thatching and aerating, and reseeding
made in the grounds at the Veteran' s Center verses what we have in

the City right now.
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My goal is to improve the Parks, make them look good because like
everybody else says, you want to draw tourism in here.  Part of the

job is going to be nice recreation facilities.

EBR—What' s going on with the ball fields?

ER — If you go out there and look now, we started today; we' re
ripping out the whole entire baseball diamond.  What we' re doing
is we' re bringing it up to National Little League standards.

EBR—We had it up to those standards once.

ER— I can' t say what happened before I got here, all I can tell you
is what' s going to happen now that I am here.  We started on that

today, because baseball seasons coming right up.   We' ll get that

field done, once we get it done then we' ll move to the next field.
And then when that' s done we' ll go to the other field.

EBR—And are we going to have the little leagues again or is it just
going to be regular baseball?

ER — Right now what they' re running... we had a meeting last
Monday night,  the Little League Commission,  they met and
unfortunately, and I hate to say this, there is no parent involvement
in this city.  What they' ve got right now, they have three T-Ball
teams with coaches, they have two junior teams, and they have two
major teams, no coaches.  So I talked to them and asked them to
extend the registration another week.  They put out more fliers, I
called Randy Piper at the Middle School to say, hey please get the
word out I' ve got applications, I' ve got applications in the City
Clerk' s office to give them tomorrow, we' re extending it to next
Monday to see if we can get some more kids, to get some more
coaches, because the Little League baseball is starting out just like
basketball did.    That' s the reason basketball went so long,  is

because they just did not have enough people.

Further discussion ensued.

ER— We have a bad problem with graffiti in this town.  I' ve talked

to the City Manager, I' ve talked to our Computer Specialist, I' ve
talked to the Chief of Police, what we' re going to do, and it' s going
to come out of my budget. We want to budget for a security system
in Ralph Edwards Park.  Where we can put a camera up in there
and have the monitor put in the Central Dispatch office and they
will be motion censored camera, infrared type, that anybody goes in
there and starts messing around,  the camera comes on,  it

photographs them, it' s projected to the Central Dispatch office,

they can dispatch an Officer.  If he can' t get there in time, we' ve
got them on film.  We need to start prosecuting them.  We need to

start holding the kids responsible; we need to start holding the
parents responsible.

As far as the other equipment goes, the trencher is one of them, the
aerator is another one, it would be nice to have a small ranger, and I
wouldn' t have to ask this Mayor to borrow her' s for Fiesta.  But the

gator that we do have, it' s a three-wheel gator, it' s dying, it' s dead.
It just won' t go any more; we' ve done everything we possibly can
to it.

The other thing that we' re asking for above and beyond is just
equipment so we can do a better job at what we' re doing right now,
or a more productive job, spending less man-hours.
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LM—Questions from the Commission?

There were no further questions from the Commission.
JA— Street Department, Page 17.

DA— First of all, I think the only thing that I had any increases on
in this account was Office Supplies.  And I think we moved that

around to another thing and that was for a computer.

The reason is that some of the stuff that I' m doing on the computer
we started now is just, I do a lot of work for the Coop and stuff, and
I downloaded electronic stuff and take it into Angie and Angie does
it.  Our computers don' t see eye to eye sometimes.

Discussion ensued.

JA— Don' t you also want to talk about the Street Fund on Page 50,
your revenue?

DA—We had an increase of the Per Diem account, that' s the 310.

Part of that is because I use the LTAP program ( Local Training
Assistance Program) and I' m not sure if you guys are aware of the

LTAP program, they pretty much provide the area training for us
for our equipment.  Basically, at no cost to the city other than when
we send somebody up to Socorro, Espanola, or Roswell.  Then it

cost us to send them up there.  And with the new pothole, crews

coming out and having two more guys on the crews I need to get
them to some of these trainings to make sure that they do
everything safe out there.

Discussion ensued.

LM — What' s on the Roadways, what' s included in the roadways?

The one hundred and forty five the 3840 account.

DA — Eighty four thousand dollars of that is part of the Local
Government Road fund.  And of course, the state will come up with

sixty-four, sixty five thousand, the cities percentage will come out
of that.  It has to do with the Riverside project.

I would also like to ask for around fifty one thousand to maintain
streets.  Since I' ve done this, the figures here, we' ve increased on
the price of asphalt due to the oil increase.  Basically, when we get
hot mix, we buy it a hundred tons at a time, and that costs us, it
says forty-two here, so I think that' s up to about forty... it costs like

forty seven hundred dollars for a hundred tons of hot mix.
Roughly, that' s going to be about ninety truckloads of hot mix. So
when we' re patching, doing water cuts, doing street maintenance
like that it pretty much takes it up pretty quick.

We' ve taken some of this stuff out, so I' m not sure, because they

talked about getting a crack seal heater in there too, and that' s
basically for the streets where they' re starting to crack and go
through.   Go through and clean them out and then seal them so

moisture can' t get in there and do anymore damage.  As you can

tell, the streets are barely holding in there.

FT — One of these days we' re going to have to go to a paving
district, the cities got people on this... pay for all the streets.  Some

day somewhere, we' re going to have to come up with some way of
building more streets, you know like you said they' re all failing
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apart.

EBR—Years ago we had a paving assessment.

JA— There' s another way to spend... there' s another way to spend
the Local Government Road fund money that we get, and that
would be through a bond.  We would take the sixty thousand or so
dollars that we get, we can sell a bond, ten trillion dollars worth,

and then pledge the revenue, the sixty thousand and so dollars that
comes from the state to pay off that bond.  So we get the ten million
dollars right up front to do the paving and repair of all the streets,
and then the debt is paid off by this yearly revenue that comes from
the state.    We don' t have it programmed for this year, but if the

Commission wants to look into that, we certainly could for the
following year.

JS— What is that ten million is that just an arbitrary figure?

JA—Yeah, just an off the head figure.

JS — Do you have any idea what we could borrow against our
revenue from the state?

JA — Well it really turns out what the debt service is, so what will
sixty thousand dollar a year retire. Is that six million.

JS — Well it... about four or five percent depending on what the
bond issue would be, it' s more than that, it' s probably seven or
eight million. I think we ought to investigate it.

LM—I agree.

FT—The streets are falling apart.

JS — You know that' s not a lot of money in our budget, the thirteen,
fourteen million that we have to go out and get everything fixed
now and then look for the mode to maintain everything.

LM—How long would it take to pay that debt off?

JA—Twenty years.

Discussion ensued.

JA — Fleet Maintenance, Page 18 and then also on Page 65 is
Internal Service.

RB  —  Madam Mayor,  Commissioner' s,  City Manager,  on the
Maintenance line item,  the reason that' s going up so much is
because in previous years all the maintenance...  well they just
initiated this fuel tank storage deal, that I have to have the system

inspected every year and that' s averaging from a thousand to... the

first year I think I spend almost four thousand dollars, and now I

had to do the upgrades on that.  And every year after they have to
send a certifying installer to come in and recheck them and then if
there' s any faults found at that time then we' ve got to have the
repairs done by, again by a certifying installer which it leaves us
out.  We just have to pay those people the money.

And then we' re planning on getting our forklift rebuilt, our engine
in the forklift rebuilt.
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In the Per Diem, we' re expecting to be able to attend more classes,
line Don goes to the New Mexico LTAP.  I sent Stuart last year to

the welding class in Socorro, and there' s other classes coming up
for the...   Send Joe and Denny to hydraulics seminar in

Albuquerque, which it helps with all the hydraulic parts we have.

That' s the majority of it.

LM—Are there any questions on that page?

There was no response form the Commission.

LM—Page 65.

RB — This one we' re hoping that fuel doesn' t continue to rise.
From three months ago when we ordered unleaded fuel the price

jumped up sixty five cents a gallon, and out of that hundred and
sixty thousand we' ve got like twenty two thousand left and I still
have to order another load of diesel before it' s over with.

FT— What are we paying for it?

RB — Unleaded was $ 2. 65 a gallon, and diesel was at $ 2. 01 but

from what Tim at B & H has been telling me that' s expected to go
up almost as much as what the unleaded did.

Our oil prices have jumped up, they were like at $ 4. 00 a gallon for
our engine oil, we' re paying almost$ 6.00 a gallon for it now.

LM—Are there any questions on the Fleet?

There was no response ftom the Commission.

JA— Facility Management, Page 20.

NC Madam Mayor, and Commission, we did some restructuring
in our department, we had one man retire and we' re going to try
and work without him at this time.  We moved one person down

into a janitorial position and that gives us two janitors, because with

the new Police Department and everything we' re expanding space,
and I think it' s working out really well.

If you' ll look at the rest of my budget most of it stayed the same
except for down at the bottom, I had to do the same that Don did,

put in for a computer because ours is so old they' re just not... they

keep crashing more that what we' ve been able to use them.

And then we also added in twenty thousand dollars on Buildings &
Structures,  We had that in there years ago and that was our safety
net.   Like right now when the police department got that new

building we were able to go in, we didn' t have to go, actually, what
they' ve been doing is begging money, or begging donations.  We

had this money when we had a project come up we could go and do
it.   So we talked with Mr. Aguilera, and we went ahead and put

twenty thousand dollars in there, and actually twenty thousand
dollars doesn' t cover much when we start building.  When we look

at a refrigerated air unit,  they' re running at least five to six
thousand dollars.

FT — I have a question.   You know like this building next door,
Ralph Edwards Auditorium.  Why can' t we refinance that like we
did when Evelyn was City Manager?  We refinanced it, it' s been
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paid by the quarter percent tax, and we' re never going to pay that
off.   It' s been ten, twelve years ago since we refinanced so we
could loosen up some money there.  And the only place we can use
it is for recreation.  Do you remember Evelyn we had our engineers
come up and we redid this.

EBR — Yeah we refinanced it and that' s when we did the new
swimming pool, tennis courts, golf course, and then we got some
playground equipment for the parks.

JA — We' ll look into that and report at the next meeting, what that
means.

NC — I think that' s about most of the main changes, our budgets a
little bit lower than it was last year, I think mainly that was due to
downsizing. I think it' s been working out.

JA —Also, if the city decides to take on the Civic Center we talked
about adding another twenty thousand dollars to Norm' s budget for
salaries.

LM—Any other questions?

There was no response from the Commission.

LM—Library, Page 22.

PO — On 1016 the General Fund part of the Library' s part of the
budget.  The only real change here is that we have combined the
three book lines so we' ll be working out of one book line instead of
three.  And that' s responsible for the six thousand dollars going up
to ten thousand dollars because we pulled two out of the other two,
cancelled them completely.  There' s basically no change in this part
of the Library' s budget.

JA— We should mention in the salary area they have a minus three
percent when they really should have a plus three percent, so they
have an actual six percent reduction. And then there' s a plus thirty-
three percent in the part-time.  And the reason that happened, is Pat
moved one or two of the positions that was full time into a part-

time position this year, and thereby created herself the ability to
move people around and schedule them differently instead of just
having a block of eight hours which really worked out well for her,
and it saves money on the other benefits related to fulltime
positions.    So that' s why you see those differences in those
numbers.

PO — And then in the other part of our... I think it' s on Page 60.

The Library fund itself the only changes we' re going to have on
there is we should have some increases on the revenue side,
because I have asked the other local governments for a little bit
more money this year, and they haven' t said no.

JA— You also want to talk about what the County did.

PO — Right, that is on the Other Local Governments Contributions
here.   I sent them letters explaining to them, and by them, I am
talking about the Village,  the City of Elephant Butte, and the
County.  And I' ve got to say up front, Elephant Butte has always
been there.  They' ve been giving us two thousand a year for five
years now.   I explained to them the state' s recommendation of a

1. 50 per capita, now to us, to the City and the Library this is not a
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recommendation, it' s a requirement, but they recommend that other
local governments contribute $ 1. 50 per capita.   So I sent them

letters, they invited me to their budget hearing last week.  I didn' t

get an iron clad guarantee, but I did hear them tell the Finance
Officer to arrange the line so it would cover that, so I think we' re
going to get, and we will be getting five thousand from the County
on that, seven hundred fifty from Williamsburg which is a little
over a one hundred percent increase and I did not ask Elephant
Butte to increase because they' ve been good, they' ve been paying
us right along.

We will also be having a grant coming from the Gates Foundation,
I don' t know the amounts yet so I haven' t been able to notify
anybody what' s going to come in.  That will be for new computers,
which is why we were able on the other Capital Purchases to cut
that out, because I won' t need city money to replace computers this
year.

And while we were about it at the County' s budget hearing, we
secured two thousand dollars for the Shooting Range too, I was
kind of proud of myself.

JS — Did you already discuss why we didn' t have a State Library
grant?

PO — We will have our regular State Library grant.  The one that

says State Library Grant is actually the GL Bond C and it turns out
we will have part of that left over after all.

Discussion ensued.

JA— The next one is Page 23, Hospital.  We' re just recommending

the same amount that was budgeted last year, a hundred and sixty
nine thousand to be budgeted in the following year, the same
amount.

We did receive an additional request from them for seven thousand
five hundred dollars to fund a Needs Assessment Study.

Apparently, the other entities, or one or two of the other entities
have already agreed to fund their portion.

LM—That' s what I understand.

JA— So if the Commission would like we would add another seven
thousand five hundred to the Hospital.

It was the consensus of the Commission to add another seven
thousand five hundred dollars to the Hospital budget.

JA — Cemetery, Page 28.  Really nothing much to speak of here.
This is an enterprise account although it really doesn' t act like an
enterprise account.   It' s maintained by the Parks and Recreation
crew.  The little bit of revenue that comes just goes into the General
Fund.

EBR — Did the ten thousand,  does that reflect the increase in
prices?

JA — No as a matter of fact it does not, so the projected revenue

actually will be higher than what you see there, but I don' t know
that it' s going to be a huge increase.
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LM — We can adjust it at mid-year too, when we get some actually
under our belt for the first part of the fiscal year.

JA—Lodger' s Tax, we already addressed.  Do you want to go back
to that and make the...  I don' t know if you want to make the
decisions on those people that you heard today.

LM — Well actually if there' s anybody else in the audience that' s
waiting to present I' d rather hear from them, that way they can go.

JA — So then we have Water Division, I' m sorry.  Effluent Water

goes with the Wastewater, Utility Office, why don' t we go to the
Electric Division, Gil, Pages 38 & 39.

GA — Madam Mayor, Commissioner' s, City Manager, my biggest
increase I have is on Maintenance Infrastructure.  Part of that is, I
want to go ahead and go through the... all the main breakers, it' s

been two years since we' ve done that.  All they do is just pull them
out, check them, make sure everything is working right, and since
they put them in we' ve had relatively little problems, but we have
in the contract and they have them done every two years just to
make sure we have no problem.

Another big increase is poles that I didn' t get to buy this year
because... poles and transformers that I didn' t get to buy this year
because there was a six-month waiting period on both those items.
And historically I don' t submit my bids for those items until
February.  I would have had to do it December the

1St

in order to

get those things in time. That was about forty thousand dollars.

Also we have the new construction that' s proposed on the west side
of 1- 25. Most of that' s going to be underground construction which
entails laying a lot more of that underground cable, that' s very
expensive.  I had three rolls for eleven thousand six hundred and
sixty four dollars and seventy four cents, and I' m going to need at
least two more rolls to get all that done, cause it' s going to be quite
a ways.  I can get over there overhead in two places but all the other
are going to be underground, and that' s going to be quite a bit.

Discussion ensued.

I found out today, the engineer that we had come in and do some
work at our substation, that we may have to replace two of the main

breakers. Not that they' re bad, but that all they do is read, basically
amperage, and I need the breakers also to read voltage.  Those are
probably going to be about three thousand dollars apiece.

Discussion ensued.

The last big increase was on the Machinery and Equipment.  Part of
that is the purchase of a laptop computer for myself because I have
to have that to maintain equipment in the substation and read
diagrams and what not, that way I can produce graphs and what not
for the Utility Board now that Brit' s gone.

LM—Any other questions?

There was no response from the Commission.

JA—Now we have the Water Division on Page 40 & 41.
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AA—Basically my budget stayed the same, unless you all have any
questions on anything.

The only thing I did ask for was for a pick-up truck for the Crew
Chief.  That would replace a 95 four wheel 50 which just about has
a hundred thousand miles on it.

Discussion ensued.

JA— Solid Waste, Page 42 & 43.

Frank T— Good evening.  I' m kind of new at this so bear with me a
little bit.  The first thing I would like to say is finally, I think we' re
finally getting that new truck.  It should be here hopefully by next

Wednesday, and that will be a big help.

Now for the best part of it.  I would like to say... there are a couple

of questions here that I would like to ask. Also on the diesel and oil
thing, I noticed that my budget was cut from fifty to forty five
thousand and as of April 10`h, I was already in the red as far as that
went.   I' m already having to move from one to another to cover
that.   I would actually like to reinstate that fifty thousand dollar
figure if possible for the diesel.

And then another one on the bottom, line item 4104810, that line
item I use for buying stuff like 5x10 sheets of rolled metal, which
has doubled in price in the last two years.  About two years ago, we
were paying fifty-four dollars a sheet,  and now its ninety-five
dollars a sheet.  That' s for repairing the dumpsters and refurbishing
them.  We have a lot of bad dumpsters out there, and it takes a lot
of metal.  We only get three bottoms out of each 5x10 sheet.  The

last time we purchased it was ninety-seven dollars a sheet that was
about a forty- five percent jump from two years ago.

Also, hopefully in the near future we' re thinking about converting
over from the metal dumpsters to the plastic dumpsters, these will
be for individual residences.   Hopefully we can do it in the near
future.    Unfortunately,  our new truck did not come with that

hydraulic part that we need for these dumpsters.  That item I priced
it today,  I called the manufacture and that' s going to run me

seventy five hundred dollars for that item.   The price for these

dumpsters is about... I got a price on about a hundred of them at a

cost of ten thousand eight hundred for a hundred of them, and so
they run about fifty-four dollars each.  And for two hundred well it
just doubles; well actually, for two hundred we get a three-dollar
break on each one because of the quantity.

But other than that, my budget looks all right except for that line
item 810 that I would like to see if you could reinstate it, last year it
was sixty five hundred.

JA— This budget was put together with Ford when he was still here
and I was on the cutting side and it was up to Ford to justify any
additions, and he didn' t justify anything in Capital Equipment, but I
can see what Frank is saying that they do need money in that
account.    So I would suggest probably a four thousand dollar
increase, or put it back in.

Discussion ensued.

JR — I' ve got one question on their budget.  In the past we' ve had

proposed to build a storage shed out there at the Recycling Facility
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and I didn' t see it anywhere in the budget where that was budgeted.

Frank T- I really didn' t work with Ford on this budget or anything.
You mean on those concrete slabs out there.  Yes, as a matter of

fact Scott and I were talking about because of the bailed cardboard.
At one time we had close to one hundred and fifty bails of
cardboard with no cover over it, and if it rains...  so we were

discussing that a little bit, but that should be done, actually, we
should have a cover at least on one of those bays for whatever we
need, like cardboard, newspapers recycling.

Discussion ensued.

JA- Like I said Ford didn' t bring it up so I obviously I didn' t know
anything about it.  Maybe what we can do this year is apply for a
recycling grant since that' s what it' s for and go that route.

LM- Are there any other questions?

There was no response from the Commission.

JA - The last item was the Golf Course, Page 47.  They are not
here and I think Richard may be out of town as a matter of fact so I
don' t know if you want to continue this to next Wednesday.

FT- I would, it' s going to be long.

It was the consensus of the Commission to review the Golf Course
at the next scheduled preliminary budget meeting.

JA  -  We can go back to the three accounts that are Law
Enforcement, Police Donations, and the Confidential Fund if you
like starting at Page 29.

LM - There isn' t anything out of the ordinary on Page 29.  There

isn' t anything on 30 that' s out of the ordinary. There isn' t anything
on 31 either that' s out of the ordinary.

JA- Page 32 just for your information for those of you that haven' t
looked at this before, this is a Confidential Fund.

ADJOURNMENT:   There being no further business to come before the Commission the
meeting was adjourned.

APPROVAL:   PASSED AND APPROVED this -& I-day of
2006, on motion duly made b ommissioner

seconded by Commissioner and carri   .

ALO-RI S. MO GOMER MAYOR

ATTEST:

MARY 4BENNER, CITY CLERK
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